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Results

In the preliminary analysis (Table 1), the relationship between
magnitude of the disaster and donated funds was examined.
Despite the size of the sample, this correlation between
magnitude of disaster and donations was consistent with the
literature; larger disasters receive more funding. For the primary
analysis (Table 2), variables were recorded as changes over an
approximate six year period. Funding, in all categories, was
shown to have a significant, moderate relationship with mortality
rate. That is, with increasing funds, there is a corresponding
increase in mortality rate. The relationship between funding and
the secondary outcome metrics did not show significant, but the
the potential negative relationship between funding and
infrastructure development is of note. In the secondary analysis
(Table 3), workforce and infrastructure variables were examined
as potential metrics for measuring a country’s resilience.
However, these relationships did not meet statistical significance.

Conclusion

Natural disasters present a growing global and public health
crisis and the need for reliable, measurable metrics for recovery
grows. The push for data transparency in the international
community has lead to increased accessibility in disaster relief,
but its application is still limited. While this preliminary, and
limited, analysis suggests a relationship between relief funding
and increasing mortality rate. The most likely explanation is that
larger natural disasters attract more donations and are more
likely to disrupt society for a longer period of time, affecting the
mortality rate. Moreover, confounders like socioeconomic and
political climate, corruption, and geographic vulnerability make it
difficult to assess the efficacy of recovery efforts. However, until
tangible metrics (for health and infrastructure outcomes) are
reliable, reproducible, and relevant, determining how to best
utilize recovery funding and resources remains unclear. This
analysis does not seek to criticize post-disaster relief efforts, but
rather aims to encourage the development of transparent and
efficacious response through the creation of these metrics to
better inform in future recovery efforts.

Materials and Methods

Introduction

Natural disasters—earthquakes, floods, drought, and other
natural hazards—are globally responsible for tens of
thousands of deaths each year. Though natural disasters
have been a recurring constant throughout human history,
the frequency and severity of these events has continued to
increase with time. The victims of natural disasters
represent an inherently vulnerable population, and it follows
that international relief responses should aim to be effective
and equitable in these emergency endeavors. While efforts
are being made to increase transparency in relief efforts, the
relationship between recovery funding and tangible recovery
outcomes remains unclear.
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Research Question

Summary

Does relief funding affect long-term recovery outcomes for
countries who experience large natural disasters?
Primary: mortality metrics
Secondary: health workforce and infrastructure metrics

This study is a
retrospective review
of natural disasters
from the year 2000
to 2010 compiled
from the
International
Disasters
Database. Inclusion
criteria (defined as
above) created a
sample of 40
disaster events
across 18 countries.

Doctors per 10,000 r p
Total deaths -0.0164 0.9199
Total damages -0.0473 0.7844

Access to sanitation
Total deaths 0.2061 0.2020
Total damages 0.1086 0.5282

Access to drinking water
Total deaths -0.0287 0.8604
Total damages -0.0861 0.6177

Table 1: Correlation between magnitude of disaster, as measured by total
deaths, and relief donations

• There is a potential relationship between post-disaster
funding and mortality rate, most likely due to the
relationship between increasing donations for larger
natural disasters

• Data transparency and availability of disaster relief
variables limits complete study

• Future endeavors should focus on the creation and
evaluation of tangible recovery-outcome metrics to better
inform future recovery efforts

Table 3: Correlation between potential resilience factors and disaster magnitude

Total deaths r p
Total donated funds 0.4988 0.0011*
Total paid funds 0.4409 0.0044*
Total funds donated by NGOs 0.5609 0.0002*
Total paid funds donated by NGOs 0.5054 0.0010*
Total funds received by NGOs 0.5449 0.0003*
Total paid funds received by NGOs 0.4125 0.0091*

Total funds r p
Mortality 0.3859 0.0139*
Maternal Mortality Rate 0.0026 0.09872
Doctors per 10,000 0.1184 0.4668
Access to Basic Sanitation -0.1195 0.4626
Access to Basic Drinking Water -0.1792 0.2686

Paid funds
Mortality 0.3068 0.0542*
Maternal Mortality Rate -0.0111 0.9459
Doctors per 10,000 0.1237 0.4471
Access to Basic Sanitation -0.1360 0.4029
Access to Basic Drinking Water -0.1035 0.5250

Donated by NGOs
Mortality 0.3792 0.0158*
Maternal Mortality Rate 0.0234 0.8859
Doctors per 10,000 0.2238 0.1651
Access to Basic Sanitation -0.0465 0.7758
Access to Basic Drinking Water -0.1204 0.4591

Received by NGOs
Mortality 0.3035 0.0603
Maternal Mortality Rate -0.0317 0.8481
Doctors per 10,000 0.1557 0.3438
Access to Basic Sanitation 0.0114 0.9450
Access to Basic Drinking Water -0.1944 0.2356

Table 2: Correlation between source of recovery funding and health outcomesThe definition of “large natural disaster” was taken as any
natural event with a total death toll greater than the mean over
the time period. Large natural disasters were chosen because
outcome metrics are recorded by country and smaller disasters
are less likely to significantly affect country-wide metrics. The
primary analysis focused on the relationship between funding
and health outcome metrics, measured by a change in the
mortality and maternal mortality rates over an approximate six
year period (1 year before the disaster and five years after). The
secondary analysis examined health workforce and
infrastructure metrics both as recovery outcomes and potential
resilience metrics, as measured by the same interval change in
measured doctors per 10,000 population, access to basic
sanitation services, and access to clean drinking water. All
relationships were examined with a Spearman's analysis.
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